The dynamical arrest phenomena of an adhesive hard-sphere (AHS) colloid, L64-D 2 O system has been studied by using calorimetry and the complex shear modulus. This system is characterized by a rich temperature (T ) and volume fraction (φ) phase diagram with a percolation line (PT). According to the mode-coupling theory (MCT), a cusp-like singularity and two glassy phases, one attractive (AG) and one repulsive (RG), are supposed to coexist in the phase diagram. The MCT scaling laws used to study the shear viscosity with φ and T as control parameters propose the existence of fragile-to-strong dynamic crossover (FSDC) analogous to that observed in molecular supercooled liquid glass formers. The measured critical values of the control parameters, coincident with the PT line, where the clustering process generates the AG phase, define the FSDC locus. This is in agreement with the extended mode-coupling theory that takes into account both cage and inter-cluster hopping effects. In this work, we demonstrate, by considering the frequency dependence of the complex moduli, that there is the onset of a system viscoelasticity as an effect of the clustering accompanying the FSDC. We will show as the measured frequency-dependent complex moduli satisfy the scaling relations predicted by the scalar elasticity percolation theory and well account for the system evolution toward the glass transition process.
Introduction
The dynamical arrest (or glass transition) process toward which supercooled liquids evolve in their glassy phase poses for science of slow dynamics an intriguing and open question [1] . Such an argument hence constitutes nowadays a challenging research subject in many different areas such as chemistry, physics, and biology. To treat the subject, theoretical and statistical physics propose different approaches and models ranging from local dynamical heterogeneities to the energy landscape description of transition states and activated processes [2] [3] [4] .
The basic idea of the energy landscape model, largely used to study supercooled fluids, is that in complex materials and systems there are many thermodynamical states where the free energy surface has several local minima separated by large barriers. In other words, the system evolves, in exploring its space of phases, with a trajectory that is an alternating sequence of local energy minima (basins) and saddle points (transition states), associated with the positions of all the system particles. A trajectory thus specifies the path of the system as it evolves by moving on its potential energy landscape. This seems to explain not only the evolution of supercooled liquids into their amorphous phase but also aging phenomena as far as polymers evolution from the sol to the gel phase [5, 6] or the self-organization of biosystems starting from basic molecules [7, 8] . Indeed, the energy landscape model seems to be the key to represent the pathways with which molecular systems evolve to the mesoscale structures acquiring specific functional behaviors [5] . Within this framework, the short-time dynamics of supercooled liquids is described as an intrabasin motion and the long-time slow dynamics as an interbasin motion.
As it is well known that the vitrification process of a liquid is accompanied by a dramatic dynamic slowing down that changes the system properties. Hence, we analyze the system transport quantities (e.g., viscosity η, self-diffusion constant D s , and relaxation times τ ) as a function of the thermodynamic variables (such as temperature T and concentration C) to clarify its microscopic origin [9] . In the glass-transition literature, this approach has received much attention experimentally, numerically, and theoretically. The usual methodology considers to explore the T -dependence of these coefficients by supercooling liquids into the metastable state below the melting temperature T M until they either crystallize or vitrify. However, also the concentration (or the volume fraction φ) has often been used as the control parameter [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , e.g., in complex fluids (supramolecular systems, polymers, colloids, and granular materials). For such a reason, colloids have represented a proper system to clarify many aspects of the glass transition.
The parametrization of transport coefficients inside the supercooled regime has been extensively treated by means of the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT or super Arrhenius -SA) empirical form: η = η 0 exp (BT 0 /(T − T 0 )), indicating T 0 T g as a finite diverging temperature (associated with the Kauzmann temperature T K [3, 17] ). Supercooled liquids have been classified into two separate categories, "fragile" or "strong" glass formers just by using this form [18] : whereas "strong" liquids exhibit pure Arrhenius (AE) T −dependence : ln(η/η 0 ) = E/k B T , "fragile" liquids show a VFT behavior. For these reasons in the past years, the VFT has been treated as a "universal" feature [19] . However, recent studies suggest that the validity of this form must be reconsidered because different experimental and theoretical reasoning show that it lacks physical meaning [6, [20] [21] [22] . For example, it has been pointed out that B = D T T 0 does not in fact yield the Arrhenius form for T 0 = 0 [23] .
On these bases, various recent studies [6, 22, 24] propose to consider at least two dynamic regimes in order to study the supercooled liquid dynamics in a broader range of temperature. In fact, an intriguing and important phenomenon manifests at a temperature between T g and T M inside the supercooled phase [25] : the so called fragile-to-strong dynamic crossover (FSDC) occurring at T B (T g < T B < T M ). Lately, T B has been also recognized as a milestone on the way with which systems approach the dynamical arrest since a lot of exceptional processes disclose their properties there.
The most significant seem to be (a) the splitting of the high T relaxation into the primary (α) and the Johari-Goldstein β J G relaxation times (also named secondary or β slow ) [26] . (b) The violation of the StokesEinstein (SE) relation with a fractional behavior and the decoupling between the translational and the rotational diffusion (for T < T B ). In the high T -regime, as evidenced by the SE, the translational diffusion, D s , tracks the inverse of the shear viscosity (η −1 ) whereas for T < T B , D s declines far less rapidly by decreasing T as D s ∼ η −ξ , with ξ 0.75; instead D Rot (or the rotational correlation time) remains proportional to the inverse of the shear viscosity down to T g [27, 28] . (c) It is believed that the FSDC is closely related to the appearing of dynamical heterogeneities (DH), although some pure Arrhenius systems show them [29] . DH refer to the presence of transient spatially separated regions with vastly different relaxation times [27, 28, 30] . (d) Usually, a fragile to less fragile (or strong) transformation occurs when passing T B [6] . (e) The hopping extended mode coupling theory (EMCT) identifies T B with the MCT critical temperature T c [9, [31] [32] [33] . Regarding this latter point, we stress that MCT has been used in the past to determine the temperature at which fragile supercooled liquids undergo dynamic changes below T M [22, 25] . Exploration of all these phenomena can help to stress more the importance of the dynamical crossover [5, 24] and its universality [6] .
Starting from the temperature-derivative analysis of dielectric relaxation data [34] , different approaches have been proposed for estimating T B such as the Adam-Gibbs theory [5, 22] , the apparent enthalpy space [24] and also the ideal MCT [6, 33] . The FSDC concept can be considered of true interest not only for the way in which a system arrests its dynamics but also for the new science frontiers towards the meso-scales. In this frame, recently has been explicitly considered the idea that around T B there is the onset of a viscoelastic behavior associated with a clustering process of the system molecules and the resulting energy landscape [5] . Another reason this latter for which T B appears to be of central interest in material science.
Motivated by this, we studied here the frequency dependence of the shear viscosity and the corresponding moduli of a copolymer micellar system with a short-range attraction due to an effective intermicellar interaction [35] . This adhesive hard-sphere (AHS) colloidal system is an aqueous solution of a nonionic, three-block copolymer made of polyethylene, and polypropylene oxides (Pluronic L64). This polymer is a T -dependent surfactant forming monodisperse spherical micelles in a wide T − φ range. As proposed by many experiments [15, [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] , this AHS colloid presents a very rich phase diagram due to the intermicellar interaction (Fig. 1a) . Besides of an inverted bimodal line with a lower consolute critical point, the colloid has a T − φ dependent percolation line (PT) and, as predicted by the MCT, a rich glass behavior (cusp bifurcation or singularity) [14] , due to a hard core and an additional short-range attractive interaction (i.e., AHS). In addition to particle packing φ (used for HS colloids to describe the fold singularity), T serves as a second external control parameter. The system is thus characterized by a reentrant liquid-to-glass transition with two liquid-glass transition lines [14] . At high T and sufficiently high φ, the system evolves into the wellknown "repulsive" glassy state (RG). At relatively low T , however, an "attractive glass" (AG) forms and the particle motion is hindered by clustering.
This allowed to divide spherical colloidal systems into two main categories, (i) a one-length-scale hard-sphere system in which glass formation is dictated by the cage effect and (ii) a two-length-scale AHS with a second glassforming mechanism: a clustering process caused by interparticle attraction. We stress here that HS colloids have been successful used to study the MCT validity, just by considering concentration as the control parameter [10] [11] [12] [13] .
In this paper, written on the occasion of the celebration of Heinz Hoffmann, who has made significant contributions to colloidal science, we discuss in terms of the ModeCoupling Theory the implication of the fragile-to-strong dynamical crossover and the viscoelasticity in a supercooled glass forming system by using as a model system just a colloidal suspension made by an adhesive hard-sphere (AHS) of Pluronic L64 and heavy water. In particular, we report data coming out from calorimetric and viscoelastic measurements.
Current state-of-the-art
Colloidal systems in general share a unique feature, their interparticle interaction potential is usually short ranged, i.e., small if compared to the particle size. They also exhibit rich phase behaviors that are in some way manifestations of this potential: the existence of a liquid-liquid phase separation (a bimodal line with the associated critical point), a percolation transition line, and a structural arrest state (glassy state) that is the most interesting one.
From a kinetic viewpoint, the dynamics of a supercooled liquid will slow down dramatically. Instead of crystallizing (the true equilibrium ground state), it undergoes a so-called structural arrest transition or kinetic glass transition (KGT) and turns into an amorphous glass, in which the local particle configuration deviates from that of the thermodynamical equilibrium state and its motion is hindered by the presence of a long lived cage formed by its neighbors.
The KGT in supercooled liquids has been extensively studied and, for a class of systems in which the potential of interaction among the particles can be modeled as a hard sphere (HS) interaction, many valuable insights have resulted from the ideal MCT calculations [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . In this frame, colloids have constituted a model system. The major theoretical predictions are summarized as follows: at low φ the behavior of the HS system is fluid-like; as φ increases, the density-density correlation function (ISF) of the particles exhibits a two-stage relaxation process: an initial β decay (the rattling of a typical particle confined within a transient cage formed by its neighbors) followed by a slow decay, α, resulting from the cage relaxation and the escape of the trapped particle by rearranging its nearest neighbor configuration. In this latter process the particle diffusion will be coupled to the structural relaxations and the system dynamics will be much slower when its volume fraction is near a certain "critical" value, beyond which the system will be 'arrested' in an amorphous state.
The experimental results showed that the application of the KGT to colloidal systems is highly successful. If a spherical colloidal system is treated as a HS fluid, the connection can be seen explicitly. For a spherical colloidal system, for φ < 0.49, only the fluid phase is found, whereas in the range 0.49 < φ < 0.55 the equilibrium state is the two-phase coexistence of a fluid and a crystal (FCC). By manipulating the colloids, just to avoid crystallization (low polydispersity), the KGT was observed [11] at a critical volume fraction φ c (predicted at 0.516). These findings have been further confirmed by involving several model hard sphere systems [12, 13, 41] . However, some dynamical anomalies, which cannot be interpreted in terms of the HS potential alone, have been also observed [42] and suggest a more care modeling of the interparticle potential for a more complete KGT picture. In fact, a slight modification of the hard sphere interaction potential has been attracting a great deal of attention. Further MCT calculations (see, e.g., ref [42] ) showed that if a system is characterized by a hard core plus an additional short range attractive interaction, for example, by an AHS, a different structural arrest scenario emerges. Theoretically, the phase behavior of the AHS is characterized by an effective temperature T * = k B T /u, the volume fraction of the particles φ and the fractional attractive well width = /R, where −u is the depth of the attractive square well, the width of the well and R the diameter of the particle. Hence, for a given , in addition to φ, a second external control parameter, the effective temperature T * , was introduced into the description of the phase behavior of the system and the KGT can take place either by increasing φ or by changing T * . Figure 1b reports part of the predicted phase diagram based on the AHS with = 0.03. Starting from the reentrant (glass-to-liquid-to-glass) transition, the main characteristics of the AHS colloids are evidenced by varying T * . At high T * and at sufficiently high φ, the system evolves into the well-known glassy state (the RG glass) as a result of the cage effect that is a manifestation of the excluded volume due to the existence of the hard core. At relatively low T * instead, an 'attractive glass -AG', in which the motion of the typical particle is constrained by the clustering with neighboring particles, can form. These MCT calculations hence show that T * and φ are the two system control parameters allowing a transition between these two distinct forms of glass. Thus, there is a branch of the KGT line across which transitions between the attractive glass and the repulsive glass are predicted. Must be stressed the new role, if compared with HS systems, of the clustering process between colloidal particles characterizing the AHS materials. Finally, a special feature is the occurrence of an A 3 singularity at which the glass-to-glass transition line terminates [43] . MCT suggests that the long time dynamics of the two distinct structurally arrested states become identical at and beyond this point (the star in Fig. 1b) .
The symbols in Fig. 1b represent the effective temperature T * determined by fitting the experimental Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) data taken in the liquid state of Pluronic L64 and heavy water here studied [44] . However, for a given value of the depth of the attractive square well, a T increase (for φ > 0.47) represents for the AHS system the possibility of a transition to an AG dominated by a clustering process. The same process characterizes the percolation of these colloidal suspensions: the PT line indicated in Fig. 1 .
Several experiments have confirmed some of these theoretical predictions for AHS, such as the re-entrant glassto-liquid-to-glass transition phenomenon [16, 45] and the logarithmic relaxation of the glassy dynamics in the liquid state in the vicinity of the A 3 singularity [38] , which are considered to be the signatures of the glassy dynamics in the two-length-scale system. In addition, experimental investigations focusing on a dense micellar system gave the first report of the glass-to-glass transition line and of its associated end point. The detailed analysis leads to physical insight about the slow dynamics in the two glassy states [15, 37, 44] . The satisfactory agreement between experimental results and MCT calculations for an AHS justifies treating the L64/D 2 O micellar systems within the framework of the glass transition.
The glass transition can be viewed as a mathematical singularity in the MCT equation [9] . As previously said, MCT utilizes closed equations of motion-in which equilibrium structure enters as input via the static structure factor S(q)-for the normalized density-fluctuation correlation functions F (q, t) at wave-vector q (or the corresponding susceptivity spectra χ (ω) as a function of frequency ω). For a system with a given interaction potential, MCT predicts that on varying an external control parameter, such as φ or T , up to a certain critical value (φ c or T c ), the dynamics of the system will freeze and its associated relaxation time will diverge.
The ideal MCT explains the critical value of the control parameter as a singularity that results in a bifurcation phenomenon, and the observables are characterized by two different behaviors above and below T c (or φ c ). Above T c the correlation functions decay to zero according to precise scaling laws (supporting the case for the arrest's universality). Below T c , the interactions of density fluctuations arrest the previous region via cage effects. The task is to clarify whether the dynamic evolution of the system in the region between T c and T g is a crossover due to cage effects or to some kind of activated transport.
Note that the two MCT temporal contributions are superimposed with the β contribution at the lowest time, whereas in the frequency regime the β-contribution is located at a frequency above that of the α-peak (ω α = 1/τ α ). Near T c the α-relaxation, which governs the macroscopic time dynamics on the fluid side characterized by a power law and by anomalies in the Debye-Waller factor, exhibits a stretched exponential form [9] . In contrast, the β-process reveals the crossover approaching with two fractal timedecay behaviors (exhibiting non-universal exponents). Short times produce identical dynamics from both the fluid and glass sides, whereas long times produce correlation functions that can saturate in the glass phase but decay algebraically in the fluid phase.
The ideal MCT crossover temperature can be measured using the two time scales and, in particular, for the α-process by means of a power law form,
This power law form clearly describes the transport data of supercooled fluids in the region T M > T > T c , and thus in the T -range from the stable liquid phase to inside the supercooled phase. MCT also indicates that the glassy relaxation originates in the fold bifurcation of the long-time limit of the normalized density correlator, that is zero in the liquid phase and positive in the glass (the non-ergodicity parameter or the Debye-Waller factor f q ). More precisely, f q is discontinuous if the control parameter passes some critical value (e.g. 
Note that these suggestions have been confirmed for polymers or colloidal solutions with φ as control parameter. In particular, light scattering experiments made in hard-sphere colloids for φ < φ c , by measuring both the self-diffusion coefficient D s and τ α , fully support these suggestions giving γ = 2.7 [11] . In polystyrene-networked-sphere colloids, however, γ = 3.6 and λ = 0.88 [42] . On the contrary of the ideal one, the extended MCT is able to describe the behavior of the transport parameters in the region T c > T > T g (or φ c > φ > φ g ) by predicting a dynamic crossover in τ α , and D s (and also in the system viscosity), as implied by the structure of its equations of motion, occurring just near the critical temperature T c of the idealized version of the theory. Such a crossover is due to the change in the dynamics from the one determined by the cage effect to that dominated by clustering and hopping processes and can be identified as a FSDC in which the α-relaxation time and the self-diffusion cross over from a SA to an AE behavior [31, 32] . This result, obtained for a Lennard-Jones system, also explains the FSDC observed in transport parameters of a variety of glass-forming fluids. The EMCT approach also demonstrates that the StokesEinstein relation breaks down in different ways on the fragile and strong sides of the FS crossover. By considering these EMCT findings, the main observations are that [33] T c = T B appears to be more relevant than T g or T 0 to the physics of the dynamic arrest, and the universality shown in the master curves from the scaled description of the Stokes-Einstein and Debye-Stokes-Einstein violations is a "ground-breaking" reality that suggests a new approach to exploring arrested processes.
In this EMCT model, the self-diffusion coefficient can be written as D s ≈ D hop + D id , with the dynamic crossover at T ≈ T c from D ≈ D id to D hop . The ideal contribution D id , which vanishes at T c /T = 1, is described as D id ∼ γ and represents the dynamical arrest predicted by the idealized version. We also infer that when T < T c the self-diffusion coefficient exhibits AE behavior. Therefore, on considering the properties of the AHS colloids, it is very easy to relate the hopping to the clustering process dominating the system structure: a micelle belonging to a cluster can "flight" to another one; in other words, it can escape from an energy basin to another one. Hence, the shear viscosity for T > T c can be studied by using the MCT power law form, η = η 0 −γ for both control parameters.
According to this, we have recently studied the viscosity of the AHS colloidal system in a large region of the phase diagram. Our findings are that the critical values of the control parameters coincide with the PT line, and that there is a large intermediate region in the phase diagram between the FSDC line and the glass transition line in which the system dynamics are dominated by the presence of large clusters. We have also demonstrated that it is possible, using the conceptual framework provided by extended mode-coupling theory, to describe the way in which a system approaches the dynamic arrest, taking into account both cage and hopping effects. The obtained results also confirm a larger thermodynamic generality for the FSDC phenomenon, which is usually studied only as a function of the temperature. For T < T c , the fluids have a precise Arrhenius behavior, whereas in the opposite case they follow the MCT power law. In Fig. 3 , the analogous plot with the volume fraction as the control parameters is reported: η(φ)/η(φ c ) vs. φ c /φ , for T = 305, 309, 311, 313, 315 and 318K. As it can be observed in both cases there is the evidence of the universal behavior proposed for many supercooled fluids, see, e.g., ref. [33] .
In both cases, the viscosity exhibits an initial steep growth as the control parameters increase reflecting typical gelation behavior; at a certain threshold this increase ceases, then the behavior changes and is dominated by cluster deformation and screening effects. As φ increases further, the viscosity exhibits a second step growth until structural arrest is reached. The resulting glass transition can be related to the formation of a spanning cluster made of localized particles connected by bonds. As previously stated, MCT indicates that the presence of bonds is the defining difference between attractive and repulsive glasses. From the data fitting of the SA region (T and φ as control parameters), we find that the exponent γ ranges from approximately 2.9 to 3.3 in both cases, i.e., values analogous to those measured in the above mentioned polystyrene-networked-sphere colloid (γ = 3.6) [42] . In addition, all the calculated T c values are located just above the system percolation threshold, and the AE region extends from T c to the dynamic arrest. Finally, the inset of 
Methods
Sample, sample preparation and experiment The micellar system that we have studied is a triblock copolymer L64, a member of the Pluronic family made of polyethylene oxide (PEO) and polypropylene oxide (PPO). L64 is (PEO) 13 (PPO) 30 (PEO) 13 with a molecular weight of 2990 Da. After a purification [46] by removing hydrophobic impurities, the polymer is dissolved in deuterated water (D 2 O). At the lowest T , both PEO and PPO are hydrophilic, so L64 chains readily dissolve in water, and the polymers exist as unimers. As the temperature increases, there is a decrease in the number of hydrogen bonds between water and polymer molecules, PPO becomes less hydrophilic faster than PEO creating an imbalance of hydrophilicity between the end block and the middle block of the polymer molecule. Consequently, the copolymer molecules acquire surfactant properties in the aqueous environment and selfassemble with a micellar formation at a well-defined critical micellar temperature-concentration (CMT-CMC) line. As the temperature increases further, water becomes progressively a poorer solvent for both PPO and PEO chains, and the effective micelle-micelle interaction becomes attractive. Evidence for the increased short range micellar attraction as a function of temperature comes from the existence of a lower consolute critical point at C = 5.0 wt% and T = 330.9 K and a percolation line detected via a jump of the zero-shear viscosity of different orders of magnitude [35] . We have explored the dynamically arrested states and their structure in this micellar system as a function of T and φ.
All the experiments on this L64/D 2 O micellar system here reported have been performed by changing T at fixed φ; the samples temperature was controlled with an accuracy of 0.2 • C. The micellar interaction is due to a decreasing in solubility of D 2 O solvent molecules in PEO corona as temperature increases above the CMC-CMT line [15, 37, 44] . When two micelles touch each other, some D 2 O molecules in the corona region are squeezed out and the overlapping between the PEO coronas of two micelles gives rise to the characteristic short range attraction [47] . Two different hydrogen bonds (HB) characterize the system: the HB among D 2 O molecules and the HB between D 2 O molecules and L64 polymers. The responses of these two HB to the thermal fluctuations are different and the increasing short range attraction can be viewed as the consequence of their interplay as a function of temperature, so that the complex glass behavior (re-entrant and glass-to-glass transitions) can be attributed to the competition of these two hydrogen bonds.
The rheological properties of a viscoelastic system are characterized by the dynamical complex viscosity η * (ω) and by the complex shear G * (ω), or the compliance iω(η +iη ) ; G and G are respectively the loss and storage (or elastic) moduli.
In an oscillatory experiment, such as the one here performed, the moduli G and G are obtained from the measurement of the time dependence of the stress, σ as: + δ) ; hence, G = (σ 0 /γ ) cos δ, and G /G = tan δ [48] . We performed the rheological measurements using a strain controlled rheometer, in a cone-plate geometry (Rheostress rs150, Haake). We have determined the linear viscoelastic moduli as the response of the suspension to very small oscillatory shears which weakly perturb the equilibrium structure. To ensure a system linear response, we have tested our system at the different working T and φ, as a function of low applied strain γ ; hence, we decided to work, in the frequency range (10 −2 < ω(sec −1 ) < 10), at a deformation of 0.04 where the elastic moduli are γ independent. The rheometer was calibrated at the working viscosities (or elastic moduli) by using different newtonian oils. Since the studied transitions (percolation and glass) are characterized by changes of many orders of magnitude in the viscoelastic quantities, such calibration procedure is very important in order to obtain reliable data. For these latter measurements, to maintain the system in its amorphous state, samples have been shacked directly into the viscometer by working for some minutes at large strains.
As proposed in a previous work the viscosity measured in the L64/D 2 O systems (at the fixed frequency ω = 1 sec −1 , a condition that ensured a linear response) increases of different orders of magnitude due to the effect of the clustering process associated with the percolation transition [49] . Note also that there is a precise frequency dependence of both 4 The specific heat data, C p (J /gK) versus T , in the temperature interval 273 − 348 K, for our AHS system at the volume fraction φ = 0.5 (top side) and φ = 0.543 (bottom side). The narrow peaks at low T deal with the liquid glass transition. The peak observed at T = 310 K for φ=0.543 is due to the glass-to-glass transition the loss and storage moduli, G (ω) and G (ω), respectively. According to theory [50] , near the percolation threshold, these moduli exhibit a precise universal scaling behavior with G dominant over G : G ≈ G ≈ ω u , u being an exponent with an expected value of 0.7 ± 0.1 [35] . A situation this latter accompanied by the condition of the angle δ to be ω−independent (δ = uπ/2).
The specific heat measure was made by using a temperature modulated scanning calorimeter (a heat-modulated variant of the differential scanning calorimeter) a technique very sensitive to enthalpic changes in the studied system [51] . As it is customary for calorimetric experiments, the system specific heat is measured in thermal cycles (heating and cooling in our case) with a proper thermal rate, that in our case was of 6K/ hour.
Samples were prepared at room temperature by dissolving L64 copolymer in deuterated water. The samples were stored at room temperature some hours (or few days) before measurements for stabilization and to ensure that a complete aggregation equilibrium was reached. Pluronic L64 was obtained from BASF and deuterated water (purity 99.9 %) from Aldrich. Figure 4 reports specific heat data, C p (J /gK) versus T , in the temperature interval 273 − 348K, for our AHS system at the volume fraction φ = 0.5 (top side) and φ = 0.543 (bottom side). The heating part of the thermal cycle is represented by closed symbols and the cooling one by open symbols, respectively. The first broad maximum, observed in both concentrations at about 285K corresponds to the surfactant self-aggregation at the CMC. By increasing the temperature a peak in C p , that clearly indicates the onset of a new thermodynamical phase, can be observed for both the volume fractions. For φ = 0.5, the peak maximum is at about 297K, whereas for φ = 0.543 it is located at about 288K ; on looking at Fig. 1a , we can see that these two temperatures lie very near the percolation (or the MCT T c ) line, i.e., at the FSDC temperature. This seems to confirm the previous reported findings evidenced by the viscosity behavior; but an important result is suggested by the second peak in specific heat of the φ = 0.543 data, observable just near 310K, where (see bold cross in Fig. 1a ) neutron experiments have suggested that the glass-to-glass transition from the AG to RG forms should be located [15, 37, 44] . Hence, also from the specific heat data, there is a confirmation of the rich phase diagram of AHS colloids.
Results and discussion
As previously stated, now we consider an analysis of the system viscoelasticity in order to define the role and the connections of the FSDC with these properties. Like the normalized density-fluctuation correlation functions F (q, t), their corresponding susceptivity spectra χ (ω) (usually Fig. 5 The evidence of the fragile-to-strong dynamical crossover in OTP and glycerol from an Arrhenius plot of the measured χ min Fig. 6 The real and imaginary part of the shear moduli for the temperatures 295 and 301 K. The G and G measured in the range 0.43 < φ < 0.53 are reported as a function of the frequency ω measured by means of the depolarized light scattering and the dielectric relaxation techniques) can be used to detail the evolution of the supercooled liquid versus its glass phase in terms of the MCT [9] . These latter approaches have been used in the years for many supercooled liquids such as oterphenyl (OTP) [52, 53] , glycerol [54] , and salol [55] . In particular, for these systems, the susceptivity spectra χ (ω) are characterized by peaks with maxima and minima reflecting the properties of the primary α-relaxation that follow the MCT predictions. More precisely, with decreasing T , this peak is shifted to lower frequencies and a distinct minimum appears in the χ (ω) spectra. Moreover, for T −→ T c , the position of the minimum (ω min ) is shifted to lower frequencies. However, at T c , the α-peak and the minimum do not disappear (as predicted by the ideal MCT) for the effect of hopping processes. Also, in this case, as far as for the viscosity (or the other transport parameters), the critical temperature T c can be deduced from the T -dependence of the χ min (the χ value at ω min ) by means of MCT scaling forms: χ min ∼ ε 1/2 and ω min ∼ ε 1/(2a) . In particular, the nearly coincidence between T c and T B , evidenced for these latter molecular liquids in terms of the transport quantities, can be also observed by an Arrhenius plot of the measured χ min . Figure 5 represents such a situation for the OTP [52] and the Glycerol [54] data; a FSDC can be observed just near the measured T c of the ideal MCT, T c 230 ± 5K and 275 ± 5K, respectively. However, must be stressed that such a ω min shift can cover, by decreasing T , many orders of magnitude and in some systems cannot be experimentally resolved.
As evidenced by proper studies, e.g., in glycerol [56] , for temperatures inside the glass region, i.e., from near
T g
190K, to ∼ 125K, there are similarities in the frequency dependence of the shear moduli and the susceptivity. In particular, the glycerol shear response, studied using a rheometer working in a plate-plate geometry in terms of the complex compliance J * (ω) in a experimental window of 10 6 − 10 10 Pa and of 10 −3 < ω(rad sec −1 ) < 100, has evidenced a marked viscoelasticity characterized by well defined maxima in J (ω). Here, instead, we consider for our L64/D 2 O AHS system a measure of the complex moduli from the liquid phase to the glassy region (more precisely the AG) in order to give evidence of the connections between the FSDC and the onset of the system viscoelasticity. For that, we report at a fixed temperature the evolution of G (ω) at different volume fractions, and where possible, we analyze the obtained data by using the ideal MCT as made for the susceptivity spectra χ (ω) of supercooled molecular liquids. Figure 6 illustrates the real and imaginary part of the shear moduli for the temperatures 295 and 301K; G , and G corresponding to the 0.43 < φ < 0.53 interval are reported as a function of the frequency ω. As it can be observed, in both cases, the rheological behavior of the system changes on going from the supercooled liquid state to well inside the AG phase on crossing the PT line that according to our previous discussion represents the clustering process. On the basis of the previous discussion, the observed viscoelasticity evolution well represents the system changes, by crossing the FSDC, from one side described by the ideal MCT to another one for which the transport properties and the susceptivities obey to the extended version of the theory. The spectra reported in Fig. 6 are essentially the same for the two temperatures; the Fig. 7 The rescaled loss moduli G (ω)/G min versus ω/ω min (data of the Fig. 6 ). The line is the MCT master spectrum for λ = 0.75 only difference is that in the spectra of T = 295K a concentration corresponding to the system in the liquid phase (φ = 0.45) is also reported.
On looking to the 295K data, we can observe that the moduli behaviors are completely different going from the liquid state (φ = 0.45) to the AG glass (φ = 0.53). G is dominant over G and both moduli increase with frequency showing the behavior observable in Newtonian fluids. Near the percolation, both moduli evidence the scaling behavior as due to the clustering process [50] (for T = 295K the region of this scaling is around φ = 0.49, whereas for 301K φ = 0.43). This latter behavior, also shown in the loss angle δ that becomes ω−independent, signals the onset of a marked viscoelasticity. In fact, for the largest φ, on approaching the glass transition, there is a dramatic change in the shear moduli frequency behavior: G shows a minimum at a certain ω min and G a flex point near this minimum in the corresponding loss modulus. In this φ region, G dominates over G at the largest frequencies and develops a sort of plateau where it varies very slowly with ω. In the percolation region, the measured values of the exponent u and of the loss angle δ are u ∼ 0.68 the δ ∼ 1.15, respectively.
The entire behavior of both the moduli, at the percolation and near the glass transition, from the dominance of G over G to the minimum in G (ω), is related to the clustering process of the AHS system. The colloidal clustering determines, in fact, the temporal (or frequency) dependence of relaxations. At very short times, the relaxation of density fluctuations reflects the localized motion of individual particles whereas their longer time is essentially due to the clustering effects. At low and moderate concentrations, before the percolation particles can freely diffuse, and after the trapping effect of the clustering becomes dominant and the diffusion is governed by the hopping. However, at the same time, changes in the clusters configuration provide a mechanism for energy storage and dissipation contributing to the moduli (i.e., stable clusters mean an elastic structure in which G dominates). MCT well details such a situation in the time correlators or in the corresponding susceptivity, and hence in the shear moduli, suggesting that the ω min position and the value of χ min depend sensitively on the control parameter according to: χ min ∼ ε 1/2 and ω min ∼ ε 1/(2a) . A complete test of the latter scaling law can be obtained in a log-log-plot of χ (ω) (or G in our data) versus ω, where spectra with different values for the control parameter should merely differ by parallel shift. Such a situation is clearly represented in Fig. 6 from our data on the loss moduli on approaching the critical volume fraction (or temperature).
Here, unfortunately, as far as in supercooled liquids, these extreme values are present for T (or φ) above and below their critical value of the ideal MCT, a reason for which we cannot use these latter scaling form. Nevertheless, another MCT approach can be considered to describe the obtained data. A form successfully used in the analysis of χ (ω) data, measured by depolarized light scattering with which a MCT master curve can be found is:
We stress that this interpolation expression is equivalent to the main MCT form for the β−correlators in the time regime [9] . The full curve in Fig. 7 is the interpolation form for λ = 0.75 and γ = 3.1 (the average value obtained from the viscosity fitting); no volume fraction dependence is found.
As it can be observed the data essentially fall in the obtained master curve. However, note that the lowfrequency flank of the minimum does not follow the same behavior of the concentration near the FSDC. More precisely for φ > φ c , the data flatten with the region of the minimum that becomes broader. The corresponding high-frequency flank instead appears to follow a common envelope. This failure in the scaling for volume fractions above that of the dynamical crossover clearly indicates a change in the dynamics of the system supporting the proposed physical significance of the dynamical crossover for supercooled systems. In conclusion of this second experimental part, on following the system evolution towards the attractive glass (AG), we have the confirmation from rheological measurements, that in our adhesive micellar system the clustering process signs the system evolution towards the glass transition by means of an high order singularity [14] .
Concluding remarks
We have presented results coming out from calorimetry, viscosity, and complex shear moduli to understand the properties of an AHS colloidal system (an AHS micellar copolymer) that exhibits strong clustering behavior. We have considered a region of its T − φ phase diagram where we can be study some special features of the system that are driven just by the colloidal attraction and hence by the consequent clustering. This region includes the disordered liquid phase, the crossing of the percolation line, the two glassy phases, one attractive (AG) and one repulsive (RG), and finally the glass-to-glass transition. We have done this in terms of the ideal MCT power laws by using as control parameters both T and φ obtaining the corresponding critical values T c and φ c . Above PT the viscosity behavior is purely Arrhenius in both cases. We find that the locus of the measured T c and φ c in the phase diagram, which defines the dynamical crossover line from a fragile-to-strong glass forming materials, appears to be coincident with the percolation line. A behavior, this latter, typical of molecular supercooled liquids where the FSDC is only a function of the temperature and is observable very far from the calorimetric glass transition temperature. In an AHS colloidal system, the crossover deals with AG and hence is a function of the packing fraction φ due to the interparticle attraction and thus to the clustering process.
With the use of the shear viscosity data, we have observed in this AHS system two, large and distinct phase diagram regions exhibiting contrasting dynamic behaviors: (i) a fragile system exhibiting well-defined super-Arrhenius behavior (described using MCT) that extends from the disordered liquid phase up to the PT line and (ii) a strong glass-forming system that has higher T and φ values and that extends from the PT line (also the locus of the T c and φ c values) to the glass transition line (Figs. 2 and 3) .
We observe in the strong glass-forming system, as far as in supercooled liquids, a region of anomalous "glassy" dynamics beginning before the actual dynamic arrest (the transition from liquid to amorphous solid) at T c and φ c (also described using MCT). As mentioned above, MCT explains T c (and hence also φ c ) as a singularity resulting from a bifurcation in the self-trapping problem of density fluctuations. We thus see two different behaviors above and below these singular values, indicating an important crossover between two different dynamics inside the supercooled liquid phase far from the glass transition. Above T c the physics is clearly defined by the well-known cage effect. But the system dynamics in the region from T c (or φ c ) to the dynamic arrest can be clarified by the clustering properties of the AHS system. We find that in this latter case the system evolution is dominated by an activated transport process. The T c and φ c line thus defines a real crossover in the physical properties of the glass-forming material.
These results are confirmed in the MCT framework, more precisely by the EMCT version based on hopping processes. As already mentioned, the pure liquid phase is however described in terms of the classical cage effect. The particle dynamic behavior of the little polydisperse clusters and monomers in this liquid phase is due to a diffusion process in which particles are correlated with each other and do not freely diffuse. If we increase the packing (volume fraction) and the interparticle attractive interactions (temperature) many transport properties change by many orders of magnitude. There is a slowing down, the caging is less effective, and the probability that cage hopping will occur increases. The emerging spanning cluster makes the crossover in the system dynamics possible. Further increases in T and φ values impose a new behavior: the only degree of freedom left to the particles is hopping. Due to the colloidal particle interactions the clustering process that starts in the disordered liquid phase becomes more developed near the PT. In the liquid phase, there are many monomers and little polydisperse clusters that increase in size on approaching PT. An effect of this interparticle aggregation certainly will result in a mechanism for energy storage and dissipation contributing to the frequency dependence of the moduli (i.e., stable clusters mean an elastic structure in which G dominates). Hence, the onset of a viscoelastic behavior strongly influences the system dynamics. Finally, we have shown as the measured frequency-dependent complex moduli satisfies the scaling relations predicted by the scalar elasticity percolation theory and well accounts the evolution of the system toward the glass transition process.
We conclude that the observed viscoelasticity can be considered as an additional support on the hypothesis that the FSDC process has an universality character.
